Dunblane – Victorian hotbed of sport
I was moved to put this talk together as there is a wealth of sporting history in Dunblane, which
can be traced back for hundreds of years, and much of it is relatively unknown.
Today, of course, Dunblane has a great sporting hall of fame. One immediately thinks of Andy and
Jamie Murray, who have brought considerable prestige to the town, but there are many other
sporting giants among us. To name just a few: Fiona Brown and Frankie Brown should be part of
the Scotland women’s football squad at the World Cup this summer; Louise Martin (made a Dame
in the recent honours list) is president of the Commonwealth Games Federation; Elaine Hopley
rowed across the Atlantic in record time; and Callum Davidson, now coaching, played for Scotland
at football, having also represented Scotland at golf and tennis as a boy. I could easily add to that
list.
For those ordinary mortals living here, we are well provided for, with tennis and squad at the
sports club, a golf course, bowling green, an all-weather pitch at the High School, not to mention
all sorts of recreational facilities, from the skateboard park in the Laigh Hills to the leisure spa in
the Hydro. It sounds good, but I’m going to talk about a time when sport was even more of an
integral part of life here.
Dunblane offered an extraordinary range of sporting opportunities by the end of the 19 th century.
Despite the town population being less than a third of what it is now, there were several curling
clubs, and clubs for bowling, football, golf, cricket, quoiting, cycling and angling. There were
annual sports meetings each summer, shooting competitions for the Volunteers, and Dunblane
Hydro boasted a tennis court and a croquet lawn.
I’m going to give a quick tour around those sporting activities, attempt to explain why Dunblane
had such a vibrant athletic culture, and I’ll reveal that some of our Victorian sporting heritage is still
with us, even though you may not have noticed it.
The nineteenth century saw an explosion in sporting activity all across the country, for a variety of
reasons. The obvious one was the introduction of leisure time, as the working classes moved from
a six day working week with leisure activity banned on Sundays, to shorter hours and the half day
Saturday.
There were other factors, too, where Dunblane managed to tick all the right boxes:
The railways arrived in the 1840s, which meant people could easily travel outside their own
communities.
The landscape is benign, with a mix of gentle slopes, flat ground and running water.
The population was big enough to provide teams, but small enough to retain a strong community
feel. Growing prosperity meant people had the wherewithal to pay club subscriptions, buy
equipment, and socialise after the game. Although it was male-dominated for much of the century,
by the 1890s sport started to open up to women, as they were first accepted as golfers and
curlers.
And perhaps most importantly for Dunblane, sport attracted patronage from the landed classes.
This is a theme which crops up time and time again: the owners of Kippenross, Kippendavie and
Cromlix estates provided land for games to take place, donated prizes, medals and trophies, they
even wiped out debts. Patronage is a subject all in itself so I won’t go into too much detail today,
but today’s golf course, tennis club and bowling club all owe their land to benevolent landowners,
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and recreational space such as the Laigh Hills, Ochlochy Park and very recently Holmehill have all
been donated to this community by philanthropic benefactors. It is a fine local tradition.
Dunblane’s sporting story actually goes back to medieval times. Mass games of football were
played on the Laigh Hills on public holidays such as Hansel Monday, but it was chaotic and
somewhat brutal. The football game had one rule: that there were no rules.
Medieval sport has few meaningful records but one that does have a long documented history, the
first organised sport I’m going to talk about, is curling.

(Perthshire Advertiser, 20 November 1834)
In fact, one of the world’s oldest curling stones was found here in 1834 in Ramoyle, while digging
a ditch in the garden of Thomas Henderson’s house, called New Orleans Cottage. It was inscribed
with a date, 1551, and went on display in the local butcher’s. Unfortunately it seems to have
disappeared since then. Where is it now?
It is not quite the world’s oldest stone, as another one dated forty years earlier, 1511, is in the
Stirling Smith Museum. Curling at that time was played using rounded stones from the riverbed,
called loofies, with no handles but grooves for fingers and thumbs to grip.
That early game was played on frozen water wherever it could be found. But the landscape
changed as agricultural land was drained, meaning that by the start of the 19th century there were
far fewer areas of standing water which would freeze in winter.
The solution was to create artificial curling rinks: flood a flat piece of ground with water and let it
freeze. The earliest rinks were just compressed earth, later on they were lined with clay or tarmac.
A good artificial rink needed to be north facing and shaded so as to avoid direct sunlight which
might melt the ice. Then in cold weather it could be flooded with water, and just a thin coating
would suffice, perhaps half an inch, which would quickly freeze.
Preparing, levelling and maintaining the ground to create a rink cost money, so curlers clubbed
together to raise the necessary funds, and that was how the earliest clubs were formed, on the
subscription model.
Dunblane Curling Club was founded by 24 members in 1816, and although not the oldest club in
Perthshire – that was probably Doune, founded in 1732 – it is certainly the oldest sporting
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organisation in Dunblane today. It was a founding member of the Royal Caledonian Curling Club
in 1838 and recently celebrated its bicentenary.
Curling became so popular that other clubs were formed in the town. Dunblane Thistle (founded
1858) were great rivals to Dunblane and only merged quite recently, while the Keir club was
founded in 1895 and is still going strong. There was also Sheriffmuir (1850s), absorbed into
Dunblane in 1869, and Kinbuck (1879), disbanded about 1910.
In 1820 the Dunblane men wrote down a set of seven rules, more concerned with behaviour than
sport. The admission fee was set at 2s 6d, of which a shilling went ‘to the drinking bowl’ as the
curlers of that era insisted on drinking a new member’s health at his own expense - but woe betide
any member who appeared on the rink intoxicated as that meant instant expulsion. When a
member came to the ice he must have his ‘besom neatly tied’ – that’s his broom. And the last rule
called for a fine of one penny for each oath pronounced by a member while engaged in curling –
with the fine doubled for each new offence.
The club has a fine collection of trophies and medals: in 1840, Dr Robert Douglas, who was long
President and father of the club, presented a silver medal to be played for annually, and many
other medals were presented over the years, for example in the 1850s Mrs Stirling of Kippenross
gave a medal for the annual match between bachelors and married, and laid on refreshments
afterwards – a popular patroness, as you can imagine.
So, who were the curlers?
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These membership lists are from the RCCC Annual in 1892, showing about 150 active curlers in
just these two clubs. The population of Dunblane then was just over 2000, so perhaps one in five
adult males were active curlers. And if you add to that all the footballers, bowlers, golfers and
cyclists, it is perfectly reasonable to infer that over half of the male population of Dunblane
belonged to a sports club of some kind.
And the curlers were good. Dunblane regularly took part with distinction in the Grand Match –
that’s the national mass contest held at places like Carsebreck, Lake of Menteith or Loch Leven.

Dunblane’s Bob Christie (pictured), a character who you will be hearing more about later on,
represented Scotland at curling, having already made his mark in football and golf.
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Where did they curl? The first pond was at Barbush Farm, but it soon turned out to be unsuitable
and there were eventually five curling ponds in Dunblane. Only one of them is still there, the pond
at Ochlochy Park. The one up the hill at Pisgah is now covered in housing and the one at
Auchinlay Farm has reverted to grass.
I think you will find the other two interesting as they are still visible if you know where to look.

A pond at the Laigh Hills was laid out in the 1830s on a bend of the river, and is clearly marked on
maps of the era. In a close-up of the pond, you can see it had a sluice gate to let out the water
when it melted, and a small building which served as a clubhouse and store room for the heavy
curling stones. The pond was finally abandoned after the First World War.

What may surprise you is that the pond is still there, if you know where to look. The club house is
completely overgrown, but the four stone walls are clearly visible, while the pond itself retains its
raised banks and is now a marshy reed bed. It would be a great project for an archaeological dig!
Who knows what you might find.
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As for the pond at Dykedale, again it shows up on maps. This is a close-up, showing that it was
enclosed by trees to provide shade, and a little mark appears to indicate another clubhouse or
store room. What is not clear is where they got their water from – there is no stream marked
nearby.

Dykedale pond was abandoned long ago but this aerial photo shows that now, although the
landscape has changed considerably, the site of the pond is still discernible as the trees have not
grown back. Perhaps another archaeological project!
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These outdoor ponds proved sufficient for most curlers in Scotland until the gradual rise in
temperatures in the 20th century restricted the number of occasions when outdoor curling could be
enjoyed in winter. The opening of the Stirling Ice Rink in 1980 virtually ended outdoor curling, and
its successor at the Peak is now the home of the Dunblane and Keir clubs.

And a final reminder of our curling past is embedded in the walls of the Tappit Hen pub, these two
ancient curling stones, one of them with the original owner’s initials carved on the top.

Moving on, a close cousin of curling is bowling, and Dunblane Bowling Club claims a date of
formation of 1822. This date is actually quite hard to substantiate, and there is little firm evidence
to support it. Having said that, it is not impossible as bowling was played throughout Scotland at
the time, and there is a cryptic reference in the Stirling Observer to a bowling green here in 1850.
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(Perthshire Advertiser, 29 February 1872 & 16 May 1872)
However, there were newspaper reports in the 1860s bemoaning the lack of a bowling green in
Dunblane, and the first concrete evidence of a club dates from 1872 when there was a founding
meeting in the Stirling Arms Hotel, where subscribers put in £50 to pay for a new green.
Then the present bowling club was created in 1886, largely thanks to Colonel Stirling of
Kippendavie who donated the land and paid for the green to be laid out. Its first president was
Robert H Christie, the head teacher at the parish school in the Braeport, whose sons Bob and Alex
were leading Dunblane sportsmen.

The original green was half the size, and what you see now at Dunblane Bowling Club is the result
of a major expansion in 1921.
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One of the great bowling characters was Peter McLaren, who won Dunblane’s inaugural club
championship in 1886 and went on to lift the title no less than 19 times in 29 years before his early
death from appendicitis – which prompted this obituary in the Stirling Observer. It reveals he also
skipped for Dunblane Thistle curling club, and played football for Dunblane FC.

A considerable boost to Dunblane sport came through the efforts of the Hydropathic, in the years
after it opened in 1878. The hotel was keen to provide a range of activities for its guests and on
site there were tennis courts and a croquet green. But its biggest contribution was to oversee the
creation of Dunblane’s first golf course in 1892.
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(Dundee Advertiser, 4 April 1892)
The golf course was laid out by the legendary Old Tom Morris, with nine holes over the Laigh Hills,
on both sides of the railway line.

The ground was initially leased from Captain Drummond of Cromlix, but as you may know the
Laigh Hills were purchased in their entirety in 1909 for the town by a former resident, Robert
Martin of New York.
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The course was a huge success. Here you can see a picture of the old clubhouse, and
significantly this picture includes a couple of women, as golf was the first sport locally to allow
women to take part.

This picture gives a better impression of the layout of the clubhouse and the first tee, with the little
footbridge over the Scouring Burn.
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In some respects, the landscape has changed little since, although it is now very overgrown. The
footbridge over the burn is still there (just!), albeit concrete rather than wood.

The golf club thrived at this site for over 30 years, and an example of that prosperity is this gold
medal from 1906. Then after the First World War the growing popularity of golf meant there was a
need for a full size 18 hole course. The present day Dunblane New Golf Club opened in 1923 –
so they have a centenary fast approaching – on Kippenross Estate, after agreeing terms with
Colonel Stirling. You can read the story of Dunblane golf in Pat MacLachlan’s excellent history. It’s
now out of print but it is in the Library.
I’m now going to move quickly through some of the other sports which featured in Victorian
Dunblane, starting with cricket.
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Stirling Observer, 20 Sept 1855

Stirling Observer, 19 April 1866
Cricket first made an appearance in the 1850s, and then a club was formed in 1866. With the use
of a park granted by John Stirling of Kippendavie, they had every opportunity of thriving, but they
seem to have petered out within a decade. There was a brief revival on the Cow Park at the turn of
the century, but the construction of the New Road took away their ground and, as far as I know,
there hasn’t been a proper cricket club here for over 100 years.

Scotsman, 17 August 1836

Perthshire Advertiser, 29 July 1852

Quoiting is a sport rarely heard of these days, but it was immensely popular in the 19 th century,
and there were matches over many years although few reports in the press. It was a hard game to
play, throwing heavy metal quoits at a target.
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Evening Telegraph, 26 August 1886
By the 1880s there was even a Dunblane Quoiting Association, with clubs thriving here, in Ashfield
and in Kinbuck.

Dundee Advertiser, 28 May 1889

Dundee Advertiser, 16 June 1890
Dunblane Cycling Club held a mix of outings and races, and the club minutes have survived – they
are now held in the Museum. They had a bugler to lead the way, and they were clearly competitive
and prosperous: like other clubs, they could afford gold medals as prizes.
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Dundee Advertiser, 5 September 1895

Dundee Advertiser, 22 November 1897
The Allan Angling Association was formed in 1850 to promote angling in the River Allan, covering
the river from Dunblane to Bridge of Allan. Although much of its focus was on improving conditions
for fishing in the river, it was perhaps inevitable that competitive angling clubs would spring up.

Perthshire Courier, 21 June 1870
A very popular annual event, the Highland Games were inaugurated in 1868 at Duckburn Park,
with patronage from many of the gentlemen of the district. It ran for a few years, then developed
into the Football Club sports, which always attracted a big crowd and became a major fundraiser.
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Scottish Referee, 15 July 1904
There were cash prizes on offer at the sports meetings here and around Scotland, which proved a
money-spinning attraction for several Dunblane athletes.

The Dunblane sports fell into abeyance after World War 1 but were revived in 1951 at Duckburn
Park as a Highland Gathering and kept going at least until the 1970s in the Laigh Hills.
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I’ve mentioned Duckburn Park several times in relation to bowling, football and athletics, and it
was perhaps the best known of Dunblane’s sporting venues. The name survives in the industrial
park on the southern edge of town, although the footprint of the park was actually where Marks
and Spencer now stands, and previously the garage.
Duckburn was given to the town in 1867 by John Stirling of Kippendavie and used that year for a
review of the 6th Perthshire Rifle Volunteers, Dunblane Company.
The bowling club came in 1886, then the football ground was laid out in 1888, with a small wooden
pavilion – all paid for by the Stirling family. It contained two dressing rooms and a meeting room on
the ground floor, with steps leading up to about ten rows of wooden bench seats.

The only picture I have seen of the grandstand is in the background of this photo of Dunblane
Rovers juvenile team in 1911, but it gives a good impression of what it looked like.
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The stand survived until the 1960s but in later years was almost derelict. I’ve spoken to a couple of
older residents who remember going ‘Doon the Duckie’ as boys to play there, mindful of the
fearsome tramp who lived in the old stand and would chase them away if they got too close.
And that takes me to football, the sport which had perhaps the biggest impact of all Dunblane’s
sporting activities, not least because it attracted thousands of spectators to the bigger games and
put the town in the national spotlight at times.
I’m just going to skip through the highlights, but if you want to read the full story I have published
the history of Dunblane FC.
Founded in 1879 and universally known as the Heather, for a while it was a genuine power and
had many notable successes. However, it couldn’t last, and after football became professional in
Scotland in 1893, Dunblane was simply too small a town to sustain a top level club. It could not
afford to pay players to attract them here, and those players who were good went elsewhere to
earn wages.
At times the club lived a precarious existence, and nearly folded on several occasions. For
example in 1904 it only survived as John Stirling of Kippendavie cancelled a £40 debt from
Dunblane FC. He also allowed the club to rent Duckburn Park thereafter at a nominal rent of a
shilling a year, and agreed to be responsible for the upkeep of the grandstand. In return for his
generous patronage he was made honorary president.

This is the only known photo of Dunblane Football Club. There must have been others, so if you
think you know of one, please let me know! In 1888 they had already won the Perthshire Cup
three times and the Stirling Charity Cup and the players here are proudly wearing those medals.
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An early indication of the size of the club comes in the Scottish Football Association annual of
1887, by which time the club had 60 members. The move to Duckburn Park was still a year away,
and they played home games at Kippenross Park, better known as the ‘Coo Park’ as it was also
grazing land for cows, with obvious hazards. With a location roughly where Drummond Rise now
stands, it was very basic, but the ground hosted a Scottish Cup tie against Rangers in 1883. We
lost that one 6-1, but it was only 2-1 with half an hour to go. There was no dressing room on the
ground, and the players changed in the Railway Hotel, now the Village Inn. Then, as now,
convenient for a post-match pint.

The club was for many years the dominant force in Perthshire, and the name of Dunblane is
engraved 12 times on the magnificent Perthshire Cup trophy, which was inaugurated in 1884. The
trophy is still played for to this day by amateur clubs in North Perthshire.
After each victory the team was met at the station by a crowd of supporters and there are
wonderful reports of them joining the players on a torchlight procession, led by the volunteer brass
band, through the town to the Cross, and back down the High Street to the Railway Hotel for a
dram.

Those triumphs earned gold medals for the winners, and here is a selection of those prizes from
1888, 1896, 1901 and 1906.
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Many players from the Heather were selected for Perthshire, and presented with county caps like
this one, won by Willie Robertson in 1897-98.
The greatest Dunblane footballer, and to my mind our greatest sportsman until Andy Murray came
along, was Robert Main Christie.

The son of the parish schoolmaster, he was brought up in the Braeport. Tall, athletic and fast, as
an 18 year old in 1884, would you believe, Christie played for Scotland against England, won the
Scottish Cup, and played for Queen’s Park in the English FA Cup final.
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I wrote an article about Bob Christie for the Scotsman a couple of years ago, which you can read
online, but a summary of his achievements reads like a Boy’s Own story. His top level football
career was as meteoric as it was brief, as a serious knee injury forced him to retire at the age of
just 20.
Undaunted, he threw himself into sports administration and he represented Dunblane on the
Scottish Football Association council, becoming President in 1903.
He was a founder of the Dunblane golf club, acting as its secretary, and was also a devoted curler,
representing Scotland several times.
He was a civil engineer and architect and left his mark on the town by building, among others, the
Burgh Chambers and his own house Westlands, which is now the hotel.
A dedicated volunteer soldier, he served with the Black Watch in the South African War, and had
four years active service in World War One, which ended in a desperately sad death from gas
poisoning in 1918.
Bob Christie was far from the only notable footballer in Dunblane, and his younger brother Alex
was also a Scotland internationalist while playing with Queen’s Park.
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A number of other players from the town went on to play professionally, so we had players
transferred from Dunblane to the likes of Arsenal and Liverpool. Some notable players include:
Archie McGeoch – Arsenal, Dundee, Portsmouth
Willie McFarlane – St Johnstone, Rangers & Canadian championship
John Bayne – Reading, Brentford, Hearts
David Henderson – Liverpool
George King – Sunderland, Burnley, Millwall
James Law – Motherwell, Blackburn Rovers
James Vallance – Airdrie, St Johnstone, Bradford City; father-in-law of Stanley Matthews
Some of the results Dunblane achieved are remarkable. In fact three prominent clubs today –
Dunfermline, Cowdenbeath and St Johnstone – all owe their record competitive defeat to
Dunblane. Here are some notable scores:
Dunblane 10 Dunfermline Athletic 0 – Scottish Cup 1885
Dunfermline Athletic 1 Dunblane 11 – Midland League 1891
Dunblane 13 Cowdenbeath 2 – Midland League 1891
Dunblane 5 Partick Thistle 2 – Scottish Cup 1892
Dunblane 9 Alloa Athletic 0 – Midland League 1894
Dunblane 10 St Johnstone 0 – Central Combination 1897
Dunblane 8 St Johnstone 1 – Perthshire Cup 1900
Dunblane 7 St Johnstone 2 – Perthshire Cup Final 1906
And while St Johnstone finally came good, for many years they definitely played second fiddle to
Dunblane in Perthshire and it was only after the humiliation of losing 7-2 in a cup final in 1906 that
they took the plunge and turned professional.

Before Dunblane’s senior football story came to an end in 1914, there was one last nostalgic look
back on the halcyon days of the club when these veterans played in a charity match in Stirling.
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And the final curtain came down with the outbreak of the First World War. The club was on its last
legs in any case by then, but it closed down definitively as almost all the remaining players signed
up for war service in the first few weeks of the conflict. The newspapers praised them: ‘Well
played, Dunblane!’ but many of those players lost their lives, and I have identified 19 Dunblane
footballers who were killed in the conflict.
And on that sad note, I have to conclude this look at Dunblane’s sporting heritage.
I hope you have found it interesting, and one thing I would like to say is that there are many gaps
in our knowledge – so if you have any old photos, medals, ephemera or recollections which can
add to this story, I would be delighted to hear from you.

Andy Mitchell, Dunblane Local History Society, 15 January 2019
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